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Interjections

Humph, why is the coursework not done yet?1)

Hurray! We are going on an amazing cruise holiday.2)

Wow! It was so touching to give gifts to children in the orphanage.3)

Yahoo! We are going on a trip to Paris.4)

Uh-oh, it is raining again. We can’t play soccer.5)

Yuck! What a bad smell!6)

We have succeeded in "nding a cure for this deadly #u. Eureka!7)

Whoops! I spilled co$ee on the #oor for a third time.8)

Crikey, I will never attempt ignoring tra%c rules again.9)

The U.S. has topped the medal tally in the Olympics. Yippee!10)

Name:

Color the mild interjections red and strong interjections blue. 

Bravo! That was a great performance, Phil. Example:
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Answer Key

Interjections

Humph, why is the coursework not done yet?1)

Hurray! We are going on an amazing cruise holiday.2)

Wow! It was so touching to give gifts to children in the orphanage.3)

Yahoo! We are going on a trip to Paris.4)

Uh-oh, it is raining again. We can’t play soccer.5)

Yuck! What a bad smell!6)

We have succeeded in "nding a cure for this deadly #u. Eureka!7)

Whoops! I spilled co$ee on the #oor for a third time.8)

Crikey, I will never attempt ignoring tra%c rules again.9)

The U.S. has topped the medal tally in the Olympics. Yippee!10)

Name:

Color the mild interjections red and strong interjections blue. 

Bravo! That was a great performance, Phil. Example:
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